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A single swag section can be 22” or up to 54” wide x 18” deep.  The overlap amount is your choice.  Usually a 24” 
overlap is needed for wide swags.  Small sizes need only about 18”.  The chart below shows the pattern size for one 
single swag.  The turban rosette pattern is included.  The rosette fi nishes 8”.

Fabric Suggestions:  Stay away from bulky fabrics.  Soft fabrics are best.  Vertical stripes are not a good choice, as 
the stripes will not hang straight.  Horizontal stripes are effective.  Line the swag with a drapery lining.  The rosette 
works well with both medium and lightweight fabrics, don’t use anything overly bulky.

YOUR SWAG SIZE

When using two swags, add your overlap size to the board 
measurement, then divide by 2.  That would be the size to 
make each swag.

YARDAGE

With so many different fabric widths and repeats available today, we fi nd it works best if we give you the actual pattern sizes 
so you can determine how they will fi t on your fabric.  If your fabric is not as wide as the pattern you will need to allow more 
fabric for piecing.

Upright or Lengthwise Cut (For a lengthwise cut the width measurement will run with the selvage)
22”wide swag......................The pattern is...............................41”wide x 44”deep
30”wide swag......................The pattern is...............................49”wide x 44”deep
38”wide swag......................The pattern is...............................54”wide x 44”deep
46”wide swag......................The pattern is...............................62”wide x 44”deep
54”wide swag......................The pattern is...............................70”wide x 44”deep

Same amount of lining will be needed.

Each rosette needed will take two square cuts @ 14”.

If you need more than two swags on larger windows, our pattern 9205 Basic Pleated Swag 18” Depth will coordinate 
well for the middle swags.

Use any size you wish for your fi nished turban swags.  The amount left between the turban swags, plus two overlap 
sizes will be your fi nished swag size for the middle swag.

All swag sizes must stay within the range given for the patterns.

Yardage for trims:
Trims must be able to curve.

More detail information about yardage and alterations is given inside packet.

overlap
size

overlap overlap

Each 22” swag..............41”
Each 30” swag..............49”
Each 38” swag..............54”
Each 46” swag..............62”
Each 54” swag..............70”

Yardage
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